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Stochastic Strong Ground Motion Simulation of the Southern Aegean
Sea Benioff Zone Intermediate-Depth Earthquakes
by Ch. Kkallas, C. B. Papazachos, B. N. Margaris, D. Boore, Ch. Ventouzi, and A. Skarlatoudis

Abstract

We employ the stochastic finite-fault modeling approach of Motazedian
and Atkinson (2005), as adapted by Boore (2009), for the simulation of Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) of intermediate-depth earthquakes in the southern Aegean Sea
subduction (southern Greece). To calibrate the necessary model parameters of the stochastic finite-fault method, we used waveform data from both acceleration and
broadband-velocity sensor instruments for intermediate-depth earthquakes (depths
∼45–140 km) with M 4.5–6.7 that occurred along the southern Aegean Sea Wadati–Benioff zone. The anelastic attenuation parameters employed for the simulations
were adapted from recent studies, suggesting large back-arc to fore-arc attenuation
differences. High-frequency spectral slopes (kappa values) were constrained from the
analysis of a large number of earthquakes from the high-density EGELADOS (Exploring the Geodynamics of Subducted Lithosphere Using an Amphibian Deployment
of Seismographs) temporary network. Because of the lack of site-specific information,
generic site amplification functions available for the Aegean Sea region were adopted.
Using the previous source, path, and site-effect constraints, we solved for the stressparameter values by a trial-and-error approach, in an attempt to fit the FAS of the
available intermediate-depth earthquake waveforms. Despite the fact that most source,
path, and site model parameters are based on independent studies and a single source
parameter (stress parameter) is optimized, an excellent comparison between observations and simulations is found for both peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak
ground velocity (PGV), as well as for FAS values. The final stress-parameter values
increase with moment magnitude, reaching large values (> 300 bars) for events
M ≥ 6:0. Blind tests for an event not used for the model calibration verify the good
agreement of the simulated and observed ground motions for both back-arc and alongarc stations. The results suggest that the employed approach can be efficiently used for
the modeling of large historical intermediate-depth earthquakes, as well as for seismic
hazard assessment for similar intermediate-depth events in the southern Aegean
Sea area.

Electronic Supplement: Input parameter file for program EXSIM_DMB and
tables of site amplification factors.

Introduction
are different, their strong-motion properties have often been
jointly examined worldwide (e.g., Atkinson and Boore,
2003; Zhao et al., 2006; Abrahamson et al., 2015), as well
as for the Aegean Sea area (Skarlatoudis et al., 2013), because the subduction area attenuation and the effect of source
depth are similar for both event types. The stronger events
(e.g., the A.D. 365 M 8.2 interface earthquake in west Crete,
Shaw et al., 2008; Stiros, 2010, or the 1926 M ∼ 8:0 Rhodes
in-slab earthquake, Ambraseys and Adams, 1998) occur in

Greece is located along the most active tectonic plate
boundary in Europe, where the eastern Mediterranean oceanic-type lithosphere subducts beneath the Aegean Sea
microplate (Fig. 1). As a result, strong intermediate-depth
earthquakes occur along the South Aegean Sea arc, either
as interface earthquakes along the outer-arc (depths typically
in the 45–60 km range) or as in-slab earthquakes forming the
deeper part of the South Aegean Sea Wadati–Benioff zone
(depths ≥ 60 km). Although in-slab and interface events
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partial melt and/or significant volatile content in the high-temperature mantle wedge
above the subducting eastern Mediterranean plate. As a result, mainly S (but also
P) waves from intermediate-depth earthquakes are strongly attenuated along the
South Aegean Sea volcanic arc. Because
of this attenuation pattern, large differences between the corresponding fore-arc
and back-arc seismic motions have been
observed, roughly reaching up to 1 order
of magnitude (e.g., Papazachos and Comninakis, 1969, 1971; Boore et al., 2009;
Skarlatoudis et al., 2013) for sites at similar distances from the source.
Figure 2 presents a conceptual model
Figure 1. Schematic geotectonic map of the southern Aegean Sea subduction. Plate
of the geotectonic setting and the seismic
motions relative to stable Europe are depicted by solid vectors. The main volcanic cenwave propagation pattern for intermediateters of the southern Aegean volcanic arc, as well as major Benioff-zone intermediate
depth earthquakes in the southern Aegean
depth events with M ≥ 6:0 after 1800 are also shown. The color version of this figure
Sea subduction area (modified from Skaris available only in the electronic edition.
latoudis et al., 2013; hereafter, Sea13).
The propagation of direct P and S waves for in-slab events
the shallower segment of the Benioff zone (h ≤ 100 km),
through the low-V S /low-QS mantle wedge under the volcanic
whereas events up to M ∼ 7:0 take place in its deeper part
arc results in their strong attenuation. In contrast, waves
(h ∼ 100–170 km; e.g., the M ∼ 7:0 aftershock of the 1956
from in-slab events propagating toward the outer Hellenic
M 7.5 Amorgos shallow mainshock, Brüstle et al., 2014).
arc exhibit relative high-frequency amplification, as smaller
Several tomographic studies (e.g., Spakman et al., 1993;
wavelengths are channeled through the subducted (highPapazachos et al., 1995; Ventouzi et al., 2014) revealed the
V S /high-QS ) eastern Mediterranean lithosphere. This model
presence of a low body-wave velocity and quality factor
suggests that the fore-arc to back-arc differences are expected
(high attenuation) region at the depth of ∼60–90 km beneath
to be more prominent for deeper events, a pattern recognized
the volcanic arc (see Fig. 2). This pattern is usually attributed
also in the macroseismic effects of large historical intermedito the subduction process, which results in the presence of
ate-depth events (Papazachos and Comninakis, 1969, 1971;
Papadopoulos et al., 2002). On the other
hand, seismic waves from interface events
mostly propagate through the eastern Mediterranean and Aegean Sea lithospheres (see
Fig. 2) and are not affected by the volcanicarc mantle wedge, hence the corresponding
seismic-motion parameters (peak ground
acceleration [PGA], peak ground velocity
[PGV], etc.) mostly reflect the average
lithospheric attenuation properties.
The stochastic simulation of strong
ground motions is widely recognized as
one of the most important tools for the
modeling of observed and expected ground
motions from strong earthquakes. Although
the application of stochastic simulation for
shallow earthquakes has been adopted by
Figure 2. Schematic seismic wave propagation for the southern Aegean Sea interseveral researchers in Greece (e.g., Margamediate-depth events, along an arc-normal profile (parallel to subduction direction).
Black dashed and dotted lines correspond to rays from in-slab events that cross or avoid
ris and Boore, 1998; Roumelioti et al.,
the low QS –V S back-arc mantle wedge, respectively. Black solid lines depict rays trav2000, 2004; Margaris and Hatzidimitriou,
eling through the high QS –V S subducting slab. Gray solid and dashed lines delineate
2002; Boore et al., 2009) and worldwide
rays from interface events that propagate through the eastern Mediterranean and Aegean
(e.g., Castro et al., 2001; Arrigo et al.,
Sea crust and uppermost mantle, respectively. Vertical projections of typical fault-plane
2006; Motazedian, 2006; Boore et al.,
solutions are also shown (modified from Skarlatoudis et al., 2013). The color version of
this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
2010; Ugurhan and Askan, 2010; Ameri
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Figure 3. Focal mechanisms of the in-slab and interface intermediate-depth earthquakes for the southern Aegean Sea subduction
area used in the present study (numbers correspond to the ID column of Table 1). The color version of this figure is available only in
the electronic edition.
et al., 2011; Yazdani and Kowsari, 2013), its applications for
the study of intermediate-depth earthquakes are very limited.
Benetatos and Kiratzi (2004) applied the method of Beresnev
and Atkinson (1997) for the intermediate-depth earthquake
of Karpathos (22 January 2002, M 6.1, h  91 km), showing
good correlation of the observed and simulated acceleration
Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) for fore-arc stations (backarc high attenuation was not considered in their study).
In the present work, we present a systematic approach
to model southern Aegean intermediate-depth events
(h > 45 km) using the stochastic simulation technique. To
perform this modeling, we base our analysis on the conceptual model of Figure 2, as well as on published results (e.g.,
Boore et al., 2009; Yolsal-Çevikbilen and Taymaz, 2012) for
the study area regarding the source, path, and site-effect
properties. More specifically, we introduce different attenuation functions for the back-arc and fore-arc subduction area
on the basis of previous work (Skarlatoudis et al., 2013). We
model directly the acceleration FAS, optimizing only the
stress parameter, in an attempt to generate a model that can
efficiently reproduce both spectral and time-series measures
for the events studied. We preferred to employ a finite-fault
simulation approach, with a simple source modeling scheme,
to be able to apply the model also to larger intermediatedepth events. The whole approach is formulated on the basis
of a small number of well-constrained parameters (event
magnitude and typical or determined fault-plane solution),
to allow its easier application for reliable ground-motion prediction for future intermediate-depth events in the study area.
Moreover, the proposed approach can be easily adapted for
the study of historical, damaging intermediate-depth events
that have occurred in the southern Aegean Sea subduction
zone, for which only macroseismic information is available.
Finally, we perform a model verification with a blind test on
an earthquake not used for the model calibration.

Modeling ground motions for the southern Aegean Sea
intermediate-depth earthquakes with the stochastic simulation approach requires consideration of (a) the poor knowledge of intermediate-depth seismic source parameters (i.e.,
although focal mechanisms follow a certain spatial pattern,
the actual fault is unknown or poorly understood due to the
lack of, e.g., directivity analysis studies), as well as the fact
that such events have practically nonexisting aftershock
sequences; (b) the observed waveforms exhibit complicated
patterns, for example, very small amplitude S phases in the
back-arc area (due to anelastic attenuation) or hidden in the
P-wave coda in the fore-arc area (due to multipathing/
multiple scattering); and (c) the lack of high-quality data,
as recording networks are rather sparse and very few strong
intermediate-depth events have been recorded. On the other
hand, several features of the intermediate-depth earthquakes
in the study area (e.g., 3D attenuation model, attenuation of
PGA or PGV, etc.) have been relatively recently investigated
in more detail (e.g., Skarlatoudis and Margaris, 2006; Boore
et al., 2009; Skarlatoudis et al., 2013; Ventouzi et al., 2013,
2014), and were used as a basis for the application of the
stochastic simulation for intermediate-depth events.

Data Used
Despite the relatively small number of intermediatedepth earthquakes for which seismic records are available,
a large number of good quality waveform data covering the
southern Aegean Sea subduction zone have been used to
calibrate the main stochastic modeling parameters on the
basis of peak ground-motion measures (PGA and PGV) and
FAS values. Figure 3 presents the focal mechanisms of the
examined events, collected from published information or
constrained using the dominant style-of-faulting and orientation from Kkallas et al. (2013). Table 1 presents the seismological information for each earthquake. Moment
magnitudes were collected from the same studies, though for
event 14 we used its equivalent moment magnitude (M)
from Sea13. The final database includes 22 earthquakes
which occurred between 1994 and 2014, containing 610
horizontal-component recordings (Table 1).
The intermediate-depth event dataset was divided into
two subsets, namely interface events located along the outer
Hellenic arc with depths from 45 to 60 km (M 4.6–6.4), and
in-slab events located in the inner arc with depths from 60 to
140 km (M 4.5–6.7), also listed in Table 1 (column CR, 7
interface and 15 in-slab events). For each earthquake, the
fault employed for the stochastic simulation approach (thick
black lines on the focal mechanisms of Fig. 3) has been
adopted from Kkallas et al. (2013). This fault-plane selection
was based on directivity analysis (mainly for large events
such as the Kythera event, Benetatos and Kiratzi, 2006),
compatibility with fault observations (e.g., north-dipping
plane for interface events in the outer-arc), stress inversion
and previously proposed fault directions in various studies
(e.g., Papazachos, 1990). In any case, tests with alternative
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Table 1
Information on the Earthquakes for Data Used in the Present Study

ID

Origin Time
(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss)

Latitude
(°)

Longitude
(°)

Depth
(km)

1
2

1994/05/23 06:46:12
2002/01/22 04:53:52

35.5409
35.5740

24.6968
26.6270

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2003/04/29
2003/09/13
2004/03/28
2004/10/07
2004/11/04
2005/08/01
2005/11/20
2006/01/08

01:51:20
13:46:21
14:54:38
01:05:12
06:22:37
13:34:58
21:20:56
11:34:54

36.9395
36.6910
35.5700
36.2700
35.9633
36.6092
35.0332
36.1853

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

2006/05/11
2006/05/15
2006/07/09
2006/12/02
2007/02/03
2008/01/06
2008/03/28
2008/06/18
2008/07/15
2008/09/16
2011/04/01
2014/04/04

01:47:47
04:22:39
03:12:54
10:26:54
13:43:22
05:14:20
00:16:19
01:58:42
03:26:34
02:58:39
13:29:12
20:08:07

36.1256
35.7490
36.4597
34.7687
35.8092
37.2569
34.7922
37.6700
35.8500
36.6900
35.4900
37.2700

M

CR†

Az
(°)

Dip
(°)

Rake
(°)

68
90

6.1
6.1

0
0

177
97

63
86

22
49

21.7314
26.8488
22.9900
26.7200
23.1454
26.6775
27.2676
23.4037

66
134
55
130
70
127
50
67

5.1
5.2
4.7
5.5
5.2
4.8
4.6
6.7

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

193
97
310
75
187
306
233
197

81
40
31
81
48
27
75
45

4
10
97
50
58
180
44
53

23.3697
25.9830
27.2451
26.8962
22.6367
22.7037
25.3423
22.7800
27.9200
24.0300
26.6700
23.6600

72
68
118
52
47
84
49
83
56
137
75
96

4.5
4.7
4.6
4.7*
5.4
6.2
5.6
5.1
6.4
4.5
6.1
5.5

0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

285
316
212
196
93
222
264
107
261
280
142
265

43
88
50
20
68
41
32
58
81
58
71
63

87
−10
133
−124
173
20
69
122
−36
−62
5
138

Source

ISC-Global CMT
Benetatos and
Kiratzi (2004)
ISC-Global CMT
CYG-Global CMT
Global CMT
Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
EGE-Global CMT
ISC-NOA
Benetatos and
Kiratzi (2006)
ISC-NOA
EGE-NOA
ISC-NOA
ISC-NOA
EGE-Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
ISC-Global CMT
GFZ

Records
Used

Stress
Parameters
(bars)

6
16

400
300

10
24
30
30
30
26
32
34

300
70
20
130
400
100
30
400

40
28
34
22
30
50
16
36
24
24
48
20

50
50
100
300
45
400
100
350
500
20
400
100

M, moment magnitude; EGE, EGELADOS (Exploring the Geodynamics of Subducted Lithosphere Using an Amphibian Deployment of Seismographs)
temporary seismological network; ISC, International Seismological Centre; Global CMT, Global Centroid Moment Tensor database; NOA, National
Observatory of Athens; GFZ, GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam.
*Equivalent moment magnitude (M) from Skarlatoudis et al. (2013; hereafter, Sea13) for event 14.
†CR, 0 for in-slab events and 1 for interface events.

fault planes suggest that this selection is not critical, especially for the larger depth and smaller-magnitude events, due
to the large hypocentral distances in comparison to fault
dimensions.
Recently, Skarlatoudis et al. (2013) proposed new
ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for the intermediate-depth earthquakes of the southern Aegean Sea area;
these GMPEs account for the much higher peak ground motions (especially accelerations) recorded at fore-arc stations
than those observed at back-arc stations. The observed large
differences (up to almost 1 order of magnitude for PGA)
can be easily recognized in the waveform recordings (e.g.,
stations NPS and APE, Fig. 4), as well as in their spectral
content. The dashed line in Figure 4 depicts the limit of the
back-arc high-attenuation volcanic area, as proposed and
verified by Sea13. This limit was drawn on the basis of tomographic results that delineate the region of very low uppermantle velocities (V P < 7:8 km=s) for the 60–90 km depth
range (Papazachos et al., 1995).
The recent improvement of permanent seismological
networks and the operation of temporary networks in the
South Aegean Sea region have contributed to the generation
of a high-quality acceleration and velocity waveform dataset

for the area. Most of the data came from the EGELADOS
(Exploring the Geodynamics of Subducted Lithosphere
Using an Amphibian Deployment of Seismographs) network
(Friederich and Meier, 2008), which was a large temporary
seismic network (65 land stations), covering almost the entire
Hellenic subduction area. One of the main earthquakes considered is the 2006 Kythera intermediate-depth earthquake
(M 6.7, depth 66 km), which occurred during the EGELADOS recording period, producing a significant number of
high-quality records, partly employed in previous studies
(e.g., Boore et al., 2009; Skarlatoudis et al., 2009, 2013).
We also used broadband velocity data from the National
Observatory of Athens, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
and the GEOFON (GeoForschungsZentrum, GFZ Potsdam)
permanent networks, the CYCNET (CYClades NETwork)
temporary network (Bohnhoff et al., 2004), which preceded
the EGELADOS network, and other stations belonging to
the Hellenic Unified Seismological Network. Accelerometer
data from the Institute of Engineering Seismology and Earthquake Engineering and the Geodynamic Institute of the National Observatory of Athens network were also used. Finally,
the original recordings from the Karpathos earthquake (M 6.1,
h  90 km) used by Benetatos and Kiratzi (2004) were also
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Boore (2003, 2005) and Skarlatoudis and
Margaris (2006). The magnitude–distance
distribution of the broadband and accelerometer records (Fig. 5) reveals that although the employed dataset does not have
a large number of events above M 6.0, the
magnitude–distance space is well sampled
by the available data from both types of recording instruments.

Estimation of the Stochastic
Modeling Parameters

Figure 4. Recording stations for a typical intermediate-depth earthquake (7 October
2004, M 5.5, h ∼ 130 km, solid star). Fore-arc and back-arc stations are shown by solid
and open triangles, respectively. The shaded area depicts the high-attenuation back-arc
area proposed in Skarlatoudis et al. (2013; hereafter, Sea13; see the Data Used section
for explanation). Acceleration waveforms of the 7 October 2004 event are shown in the
inset figures for two stations (APE and NPS), located roughly at the same hypocentral
distance. Fore-arc station NPS exhibits typical P- and S-wave amplitudes, whereas backarc station APE (amplitude scale multiplied by 4) shows a characteristic impulsive
arrival P waveform, followed by very low S amplitudes, due to the high attenuation
of S-wave energy within the mantle wedge beneath the volcanic arc. The color version
of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;313;422

included in our dataset. All records were corrected for instrument response and filtered to remove noise. More specifically,
all broadband records were high-pass filtered by an appropriate second-order Butterworth filter after baseline correction,
whereas accelerometer records were processed following

1
2
−πfRij
2πf
 Ae Qfβ GRij Dfe−πfκ0 ;
Aij fCM 0ij H ij @ 
f
1 f0 t 2
0

ij

1
in which C  Rp 21=2 =4πρβ3  controls the radiation term, Rp
is the radiation pattern coefficient, ρ is the density, and
β is the shear-wave velocity. M 0ij , f 0ij , and Rij are the ijth
subfault seismic moment, corner frequency, and distance from
the observation point, respectively. The scaling factor Hij is
used to consistently maintain high spectral frequencies for
each subfault (Motazedian and Atkinson, 2005, as modified
by Boore, 2009). The term e−πfκ0 is a high-cut filter, with
the κ0 factor representing the spectral decay at high frequencies reduced to zero distance. The corner frequency is estimated using the following equation:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;313;229

Figure 5. Magnitude–distance distribution of records employed
in the present work.

For the stochastic simulations, we used
the EXSIM_DMB code by Boore (2009)
who modified the original approach of Motazedian and Atkinson (2005). The stochastic method is not discussed here in detail,
but the interested reader is referred to the
relevant literature (e.g., Boore, 1983, 2009;
Boore and Atkinson, 1987; Atkinson and
Boore, 1997). The stochastic point-source
model for the horizontal ground motions
from each subsource in the frequency
domain has the following form:

f 0ij t  4:9 × 106 N R t−1=3 N −1=3 βΔσ=M 0 1=3 ;

2

in which N R t is the cumulative number of subfaults at faulting duration time t, whereas Δσ is the stress parameter in bars,
M0 is the seismic moment in dyn·cm, and β is the shear-wave
velocity near the source, in km=s. Qf  is the quality factor,
GRij  is the geometrical spreading factor, and Df  is the
site amplification. Several parameters in equations (1) and (2)
(i.e., κ 0 -values, QS model, stress parameter Δσ, fault geometry, and subfault distribution), as well as additional factors
(e.g., site effects on ground motions) need to be defined for
the stochastic simulations, as they control the physical aspects
of ground motion. The parameters used in the present study
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ation of the mantle wedge, later discussed
in detail, because this would lead to a systematic overestimation of the κ0 -values.
The average κ 0 -value obtained from equation (3) for all earthquakes was ∼0:07 s,
much larger than the typical κ 0 -values of
0.015–0.040 s for bedrock formations in
Greece (e.g., Margaris and Boore, 1998;
Ktenidou et al., 2012), because almost all
recording stations were located on bedrock
formations (see also Skarlatoudis et al.,
2013). This observation suggests that an
average ∼0:03 s (or even larger) κ0 increase is present in the employed dataset.
Although the significance of κ0 has
been an issue of extensive discussion, it is
widely accepted that κ 0 mostly reflects site
attenuation properties (e.g., Ktenidou
et al., 2014). The previously mentioned κ0
results for bedrock fore-arc stations suggest that an additional, non-site-dependent
component is present in the results. This
bias could be due to (a) an additional systematic source contribution for the specific
type of intermediate-depth events or (b)
the presence of further attenuation in the
near-source area (e.g., as suggested by
Kilb et al., 2012) or along the ray path that
has not been appropriately corrected by
the simplistic linear extrapolation of equation (3). In both cases, this contribution to
Figure 6. (a) Spatial variation of the average κ0 -values for 10 subregions of the
κ0 can be expected to spatially vary, due to
study area, using the kappa (κ) dataset of Ventouzi et al. (2013) for intermediate-depth
the complicated 3D pattern of back-arc
earthquakes (depicted by circles). (b) Distribution of kappa values for fore-arc (solid
low-Q anomalies, as well as due to the
circles) and back-arc (open circles) stations against hypocentral distance for subarea
depth and along-arc variations of seismic
2. The (best-fit) line is determined using only kappa values from fore-arc stations,
not affected by the high attenuation of the volcanic-arc mantle wedge. The color version
source contributions to κ 0 . To study the
of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
possible spatial variability of κ 0 -values,
we separated the examined area into 10 subregions with
were estimated from published information or have been concommon seismotectonic characteristics (Fig. 6a). The sepastrained from the available data, as described in the following.
ration was based on the spatial distribution of the events for
which κ data were obtained (depicted in Fig. 6a), the gradual
increase of event depths toward the back-arc area, as well as
Kappa Values
the type of the corresponding typical intermediate-depth
focal mechanisms (Kkallas et al., 2013). As presented in
We used the kappa values (κ) dataset reported by
Figure 6a, zones 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8 mostly cover the outerVentouzi et al. (2013), as estimated from acceleration higharc, with event depths up to 100 km, whereas the remaining
frequency spectral slopes from relatively small-magnitude
inner zones mainly include events with larger depths
events recorded by the CYCNET, EGELADOS, and perma(≥ 100 km, see also Fig. 1).
nent regional networks (∼35; 000 values). Because the
As earlier noted, the κ-values for back-arc stations are
measured kappa values include anelastic attenuation effects,
heavily influenced by the very strong effect of the lowwe obtained a zero-distance kappa estimate κ 0 , assuming a
velocity/low-Q mantle wedge on the high-frequency wavesimple linear hypocentral distance scaling
form content. Therefore, for each subregion of Figure 6a we
κ  κr R  κ0
3
have used only κ-values from fore-arc stations (to avoid the
(e.g., Anderson and Hough, 1984). For the κ 0 determination,
contribution of the back-arc high attenuation) to determine an
we excluded values reported for back-arc (volcanic-arc) staaverage κ 0 -value. A typical example is presented in Figure 6b,
where the κ-values from Ventouzi et al. (2013) for zone 2 in
tions, as these values are clearly affected by the strong attenuEQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df3;55;128
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Figure 6a are presented against hypocentral distance. It is clear
that the back-arc data do not follow the roughly linear trend
(distance increase) of fore-arc data, as their values are controlled by the high volcanic-arc attenuation, and should be
neglected from any κ0 analysis.
The average κ0 -values for fore-arc stations, as presented
in Figure 6a, vary in the ∼0:05–0:10 range, with a median
value of ∼0:065. It should be noticed that a good agreement
of the κ0 -value defined for subarea 3 (0.056) is observed with
the κ 0 estimate of 0.055 obtained by Boore et al. (2009) only
for the 2006 Kythera earthquake that occurred in the same
subarea. Moreover, similar large κ 0 -values (∼0:07) have been
observed for several hard-rock stations by Sokolov et al.
(2005) for Vrancea intermediate-depth events. More recently,
Pavel and Vacareanu (2015) confirmed the very large κ 0 -values at bedrock stations in the Vrancea epicentral area (∼0:10)
for intermediate-depth events, reducing to lower (but still
high) κ0 -values (∼0:06–0:07) for the outer-arc (lower attenuation) region, similar to the results presented here. These
observations, as well as the systematically high κ0 -values presented in Figure 6a for all subregions, suggest that such high
κ0 bedrock values should be considered as a robust feature of
the southern Aegean Sea subduction zone events, that needs to
be appropriately considered for the stochastic modeling. It is
important to note that the proposed κ0 -values show a significant spatial variability along the southern Aegean subduction
zone, with spatial variations being significantly larger than the
associated κ0 errors, also presented in Figure 6a. For this
reason, different κ0 -values were adopted for each earthquake
simulation, depending on the location of the event for which
ground motions are being simulated; this is presented in
Figure 3 and listed in Table 1.
It should be noted that the κ-values reported for all backarc (volcanic-arc) stations have very large values (up to
0.8–0.9 in some cases), not usually observed for shallow earthquakes. However, such values are typical for back-arc recordings in subduction areas (e.g., Pozgay et al., 2009) and have
been successfully employed to produce a 3D-QS tomographic
model of the southern Aegean Sea area (Ventouzi et al., 2014).
Furthermore, they have been cross-checked with the results
from Sea13, who introduced separate terms in their GMPE
for the mantle-wedge anelastic attenuation affecting backarc stations. Though Sea13 determined anelastic attenuation
from peak values (time domain) and the κ-value dataset of
Ventouzi et al. (2013) is based on spectral estimates, the results
from both studies are in very good agreement for the frequency
range of interest (1–10 Hz). Specifically, the average κ difference between back-arc and fore-arc stations obtained from the
dataset of Ventouzi et al. (2013) leads to ground-motion
differences similar to the corresponding bias predicted by
the Sea13 relation (see Ⓔ Table S2, available in the electronic
supplement to this article) for frequencies between 1 and
10 Hz. This observation suggests that the employed κ-values
(and the resulting QS model) are compatible with the timedomain characteristics of seismic motions for the intermediatedepth events of the southern Aegean Sea area.

Geometrical Spreading and Frequency-Dependent
QS Model
The geometrical spreading was taken to be equal to r−1 ,
assuming an effective half-space propagation pattern, following previous work for intermediate-depth events in the area
(e.g., Benetatos and Kiratzi, 2004, or the detailed analysis of
the Kythera event by Boore et al., 2009). Moreover, the main
anelastic attenuation parameters employed for the simulations were based on the conceptual attenuation model presented in Figure 2 and the regression results of Sea13.
Initially, we constrained the background anelastic attenuation, which corresponds to waves that are not affected by
either the high-attenuation back-arc mantle wedge or the
presence of possible in-slab wave channeling (solid rays in
Fig. 2). To create an appropriate model for our simulations,
we computed a frequency-dependent quality factor QS
(Fig. 7) from Sea13 using the following equation:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df4;313;521

Qs  πf=ln10cβ

4

(e.g., Atkinson and Mereu, 1992), in which c is the absolute
value of the anelastic attenuation coefficient and β  4:0 km=s
is the average shear wave adopted from the 3D velocity
structure of Papazachos and Nolet (1997), as was adapted
by Boore et al. (2009).
The anelastic attenuation coefficients reported for elastic pseudoacceleration response spectra (PSA) by Sea13 (c32
for in-slab earthquakes and c41 , c42 for interface earthquakes)
were used in equation (4), whereas the ln10 term is due to
the use of log10 measures by Sea13. The corresponding results for in-slab events are shown in Figure 7a. It should be
noted that although FAS and PSA anelastic decay rates with
distance are similar at intermediate frequencies, significant
differences can be observed at high frequencies, especially
for larger magnitude events, with PSA decay rates being systematically smaller than the corresponding FAS ones (e.g.,
Cotton et al., 2008). However, the FAS and PSA backarc anelastic attenuation results presented by Boore et al.
(2009) for the Kythera event (M 6.7), which is the largest
event used in this work, exhibit very similar values, with
the PSA decay rates being in fact slightly larger (∼9%) than
the FAS ones for the frequency range examined in the present
work (0.25–20 Hz). This is verified by Figure 7a, where we
also present the QS background anelastic attenuation model
estimated by Boore et al. (2009), which is practically identical with the present study results.
For interface earthquakes (depths ∼45–60 km),
Figure 7b shows the corresponding S-wave anelastic attenuation models (QS ). For these events, we present two different
attenuation models, one for fore-arc and one for back-arc stations, following again the classification proposed by Sea13.
As noted earlier, the Sea13 results suggest that energy propagation for these shallower subcrustal events is not affected
by the high-attenuation volcanic-arc mantle wedge, but is
mostly controlled by the average anelastic attenuation
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Figure 7.

(a) Background QS attenuation model for in-slab intermediate-depth earthquakes, estimated on the basis of results from Sea13.
The dashed line depicts the QS model determined by Boore et al. (2009) using data from the Kythera mainshock (8 January 2006, M 6.7).
(b) QS model for interface earthquakes (h ∼ 45–60 km) adopted through the same procedure. QS was assumed to be flat (dashed lines) below
1 Hz, similar to in-slab events, due to the lack of results from Sea13. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.

properties of the eastern Mediterranean (along-arc) and
Aegean Sea (back-arc) upper lithosphere, as also predicted
from the model of Figure 2. Sea13 anelastic coefficients
for interface events were provided up to 1 Hz. In the absence
of reliable information, a flat QS variation for the 0.1–1 Hz
range was adopted, similar to the pattern observed for in-slab
events.

Correction for Back-Arc/Fore-Arc Path Effects
A critical issue for the modeling of in-slab earthquakes
concerns the incorporation of the effects of the high-attenuation back-arc area mantle wedge and the outer fore-arc wave
channeling along the subducted slab on strong motions, as
previously described. For this reason, we incorporated the
results obtained by Sea13, who superimposed these effects
on the background attenuation model. Specifically, for the
modified Sea13 model adopted in this work, the frequencydependent anelastic attenuation (equation 4) concerns only
S waves that cross the Aegean lithosphere (normal waves, depicted by dotted rays in Fig. 2). Waves traveling through the
high-attenuation back-arc mantle wedge (dashed rays in Fig. 2)
are subject to an additional anelastic attenuation affect. On the
other hand, waves channeled through the subducting lithosphere and recorded in the fore-arc (outer-arc) region show a
weaker anelastic attenuation with distance than the one
predicted by our background anelastic attenuation model

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df5;55;91

Y

10c41 h > 100 km
10c51 h > 100 km

(equation 4), and hence exhibit an apparent amplification/
wave focusing effect, especially at high frequencies.
In the Sea13 model, appropriate coefficients (c41 and
c42 ) have been used to control the additional anelastic attenuation of the back-arc region due to the mantle-wedge attenuation, for earthquakes with depths ≥ 100 and < 100 km,
respectively. Additional coefficients (c51 and c52 ) have been
employed to account for the additional slab amplification of
earthquakes with depths ≥ 100 and < 100 km, respectively,
for the fore-arc region. According to Sea13 results and the
model of Figure 2, the previous attenuation/amplification
factors for deeper events (h ≥ 100 km) do not depend on
hypocentral distance, that is, they are fixed for both backarc and fore-arc cases. For example, waves from deep events
(h > 100 km) have to cross the same distance within the
high-attenuation mantle wedge, hence are subject to roughly
the same (fixed) additional anelastic attenuation effect. This
is not the case for the shallower events (h < 100 km), for
which the additional attenuation/amplification can be observed after a certain critical distance when normal waves
(as depicted in Fig. 2) start to be influenced by the mantle
wedge/subducting slab effects. For these events, an appropriate distance weighting factor, fh; R, modulates the amplitude of this additional attenuation/amplification (see Sea13
for details). The final back-arc (attenuation) and fore-arc
(amplification) factors Y can be estimated for in-slab events
by the following equation:

10c42fh;R h ≤ 100 km back-arc area ARC  0 in Sea13
;
10c52fh;R h ≤ 100 km along-arc area ARC  1 in Sea13
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Table 2

Table 3

Frequency-QS Values for In-Slab and Interface Events
Presented in Figure 7

Amplification/Attenuation Factors

Type

In-slab

Interface/back-arc

Interface/fore-arc

f (Hz)

QS

0.25
1.0
100
0.25
1.0
100
0.25
1.0
100

218
191
16,554
(210)
210
19,821
(362)
362
34,436

Values in parentheses correspond to extrapolated values,
following the pattern of in-slab events.

in which h is the focal depth and c41 , c42 , c51 , c52 , and
fh; R are appropriate frequency-dependent coefficients
(see table 2 of Sea13, also provided as Ⓔ Table S2).
Following the previous scheme, additional spectral
attenuation/amplification values were computed for all backarc/fore-arc stations for in-slab events using equation (5). As
an example, we present in Table 3 the corresponding spectral
attenuation/amplification values estimated for stations ZKR
(along-arc) and MYKO (back-arc), for the 7 October 2004
in-slab event (M 5.5, h ∼ 130 km, event 6 in Table 1),
located at roughly the same hypocentral distance (∼200 km).
It is evident that the proposed spectral difference at high
frequencies, as predicted by the Sea13 model, is almost 1
order of magnitude and is expected to significantly affect
the strong-motion modeling, especially PGA and highfrequency FAS values. It should be noticed that both these
factors do not depend on distance; hence they cannot be
directly included in equation (4), as we did, for example,
for the anelastic attenuation factors of interface earthquakes
(Table 2). Therefore, it was necessary to introduce them as
fixed (distance-independent) spectral modulation effects.
Implementation of factors that control the source spectral
content in EXSIM_DMB is typically performed through
two separate files that control crustal and site amplification
effects. In our case, we introduced these additional
anelastic attenuation/slab amplification effects by including
frequency-dependent attenuation/amplification values (like
those of Table 3) through the EXSIM_DMB crustal amplification file. For this reason, we generated a combined
site/crustal amplification effect, through the corresponding
EXSIM_DMB site amplification file. It does not matter
how the effects are apportioned between these files, as the
individual file contents are multiplied frequency-by-frequency
to obtain the effective combined filter used in the simulations.
Because the scheme to determine these files depends on
both event and station properties (coordinates, event depth,
etc.), custom amplification and parameter files need to be
generated for each event-recording station pair and independent EXSIM_DMB runs were performed for each case. The
corresponding sample EXSIM_DMB parameter and site

f (Hz)

MYKO

ZKR

0.2
0.5
1
2.5
5
10
20
40
100

0.66
0.73
0.63
0.37
0.25
0.31
0.33
0.32
0.33

1.3
1.57
2.07
2.88
2.49
2.83
2.57
2.6
2.66

Spectral attenuation/amplification values for the 7 October
2004, M 5.5, h ∼ 130 km earthquake for two stations (MYKO
and ZKR) depicted in Figure 4.

amplification files for stations MYKO and ZKR of event 6
of Table 1 are given in Ⓔ Table S1, whereas the additional
spectral attenuation/amplification values introduced to account for back-arc/fore-arc attenuation/amplification effects
(included in the EXSIM_DMB crustal amplification file) are
the ones already presented in Table 3.

Estimation of Source and Site-Effect Factors
Although events employed in this work span the range
M 4.5–6.7, the majority of the earthquakes modeled vary
between M 4.5 and 6.1 (Table 1). Although, a point-source
model could be used for the lower magnitude events, we decided to use finite-source models for the whole magnitude
range. This approach allowed us to investigate the associated
source parameters (e.g., stress parameter) for such simulations and at the same time facilitate the future simulation of
larger magnitude events (e.g., historical intermediate-depth
earthquakes) in the study area.
In general, fault dimensions for intermediate-depth
events are poorly constrained, the main reasons being the absence of aftershock sequences that could delineate the activated area. In the present work, fault dimensions (length and
width) were constrained by intermediate-depth slip-model
results from waveform inversions published for the Aegean
Sea area by Yolsal-Çevikbilen and Taymaz (2012), which are
presented in Figure 8. The reported lengths and widths for
these intermediate-depth (mostly in-slab) events are almost
identical, suggesting that the corresponding rupture areas
could be considered as almost square sources. For this reason
and considering the uncertainties of the inverted slip models,
we employed a single relation (equation 6) to estimate both
the length and width for the events listed in Table 1 from their
moment magnitude (M):
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df6;313;136

logD  0:45 × M − 1:65;

6

in which D is either fault length or width (in km). This approach is essentially equivalent to providing a calibration of
the total rupture area with the moment magnitude because D
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Figure 8. Proposed scaling relation (black thick line) between
moment magnitude and fault dimensions (equal length and width)
for intermediate-depth events of the South Aegean Sea area, using the
fault-slip data of Yolsal-Çevikbilen and Taymaz (2012). The thin gray
line corresponds to the square root of the rupture area (equivalent
equal length-width size) scaling relation with moment magnitude,
for worldwide subduction region earthquakes from Skarlatoudis et al.
(2016) (the dashed segment depicts the extrapolation outside the
magnitude range of the original relation). The corresponding relation
for shallow events from Wells and Coppersmith (1994) for all fault
types is also depicted for comparison (dotted line). The color version
of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
(equal fault length and width) corresponds to the square root
of the rupture area.
For comparison, we also plot in Figure 8 the square
root of the rupture area (which corresponds to a fault with
equal length and width) for shallow-crustal events (for all
faulting types) from Wells and Coppersmith (1994), as well
as the corresponding relations proposed by Skarlatoudis et al.
(2016) for worldwide subduction (interface) event data. Because the latter two relations have been proposed for larger
magnitude events (M 6.7–9.2), we also present their extrapolation for our magnitude range (M 5.1–6.6). It is clear that
the employed equation (6) provides estimates between those
determined for shallow events and the larger length/width
values that are expected from worldwide subduction/interface events, though the corresponding magnitude dependence is rather similar for all relations.
The rupture to shear-wave velocity ratio was set to 0.8,
similar to the value used by various researchers for such
events (e.g., Benetatos and Kiratzi, 2006; Yolsal-Çevikbilen
and Taymaz, 2012). Source shear-wave velocities in the
∼4:25–4:6 km=s range were obtained from the 3D-tomographic model of Papazachos and Nolet (1997), whereas
densities were estimated from the same model using standard
density–V P relations (Brocher, 2005; see also Boore, 2016).
In all cases, we adopted a uniform distributed slip, with a
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random starting point, because no information on the
fault-slip distribution was available for almost all events.
This choice is also imposed because we wanted to have
a rather standard source model to use for the simulation
of future events, for which the corresponding slip distribution
will be unknown. Finally, the dimensions of the subfaults
were constrained using the approach of Beresnev and
Atkinson (1999), whereas the pulsing percent (number of
pulsing subfaults) was set to 50%, following the suggestion
of Boore (2009). Site conditions according to Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC) (1994) and Uniform Building
Code (UBC) (1997) for all strong-motion stations were
adopted from Sea13a, whereas no site amplifications were
considered for velocity broadband stations that were installed
on bedrock sites, similar to Boore et al. (2009) and
Sea13. B, C, and D soil classes according to NERHP/UBC
practically coincide with the A, B, and C soil classification
used in Eurocode 8 (2004), hence adopting the presented
results to the standards locally used is relatively trivial. As
site-specific amplifications were not available, generic site
amplification functions for each soil class were adopted from
the work of Klimis et al. (1999, 2006) for the area of Greece,
after adjusting them for the difference in density and shearwave velocity of the local 1D velocity model (Boore et al.,
2009). An alternative that can also be employed for future
simulations would be to employ National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program soil class on the basis of proxies
derived from local geology and/or slope information, for
example, as proposed for the area of Greece by Stewart et al.
(2014). Finally, the adopted value for the stress parameter of
the final simulations was estimated from a parametric search
approach on the basis of the best fit between the observed
and the simulated FAS. For our modeling, we employ a single stress-parameter value for each event (both fore-arc and
back-arc stations). Both of these choices (generic site-effect,
single-event stress parameter) are motivated by our strategy
to formulate a generic standard modeling approach, which
can be easily employed for future and past earthquake
simulations.

Stress Parameter
We estimated the stress parameter (Δσ) from the
stochastic simulation of all earthquakes listed in Table 1.
As mentioned earlier, we adopted a trial-and-error approach
and tested different stress-drop values, initially through a
visual comparison of simulated and observed acceleration
Fourier spectra. After determining the preliminary stressparameter range, we employed steps of 5, 10, and 50 bars
for the 10–50, 500–200, and 200–1200 bars ranges, respectively, minimizing the total root mean square (rms) misfit
between observed and simulated FAS in the 0.25–20 Hz frequency range for all records available for each event. We did
not further fine-tune the final stress-parameter values (e.g.,
by determining the actual values that correspond to the absolute minimum rms), as the involved uncertainties in the
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Figure 9. Stress-parameter values for in-slab and interface earthquakes of the South Aegean Sea area, estimated from stochastic modeling, versus moment magnitude. The solid line corresponds to a
seven-point moving average of the data (changed to five- and
three-point at the end of the available magnitude range). The 1 standard deviation values are also depicted with dashed lines. The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
stress-parameter determination are much larger, as discussed
later. The finally determined stress-parameter values for all
examined events are presented in Table 1.
Although the Δσ values determined from stochastic simulations of Aegean Sea area shallow earthquakes lie in the 50–
100 bars range (e.g., Margaris and Boore, 1998) similar to
worldwide observations, the obtained stress-parameter values
for the intermediate-depth earthquakes of the southern Aegean
Sea subduction zone reach up to ∼500 bars for M 6.7. These
high values are in agreement with the high-stress-parameter
range (400–600 bars) obtained independently by Boore et al.
(2009) for the Kythera 2006 mainshock (8 January 2006,
M 6.7). Margaris and Hatzidimitriou (2002) also obtained
large Brune stress-parameter values (200–300 bars) from
strong-motion simulations of two Aegean interface (thrust)
events (18 November 1997 M 6.6 and 13 October 1997
M 6.4), whereas their corresponding stress-parameter values
for normal and strike-slip events in the Aegean sea area ranged
between 30 and 80 bars. Large Brune stress-parameter values
have been also observed from similar simulations for interface
events, for example, Macias et al. (2008) reported values of
120–200 bars for the Tokachi-Oki sequence (M 5.5–8.1,
h ∼ 25–50 km).
In Figure 9, the estimated Δσ values are plotted against
moment magnitude for both in-slab (crosses) and interface
events (diamonds). We also present in the same figure, a
seven-point window moving average with a black solid line,
as well as its 1 standard deviation relative error (dashed lines).
The results do not show systematic differences between the in-

slab and interface earthquakes. Moreover, a positive correlation is found between the derived stochastic stress-parameter
values and the moment magnitudes of the examined earthquakes, suggesting that M ≥ 6:0 events require quite large
stress-parameter values (300–600 bars) for their strong-motion
modeling. A similar increase of the Brune stress-parameter
values with magnitude has been observed for the Vrancea
(Romania) intermediate-depth events by Sokolov et al.
(2005), using strong-motion point-source simulations. The
same researchers propose stress-parameter values between
300 and 1000 bars for events in the range M 6.0–7.1, in good
agreement with the results presented in Figure 9. Although
stress-parameter values determined for subcrustal events
from strong-motion simulations are generally quite large,
the magnitude dependence we found may not be a typical
feature of intermediate-depth earthquakes. For example,
although Wong et al. (2015) also obtained high stress-drop
parameters (∼70–400 bars, median: 113 bars) for subcrustal
(h ∼ 20–50 km) Hawaiian events from point-source simulations, no magnitude dependence of the stress-parameter values
was observed in their study.

Strong Ground Motion Modeling
We used the EXSIM_DMB code with the previously
described source, path, and site parameters to calculate synthetic waveform records and their FAS. Figure 10 presents a
PGA and PGV comparison of recorded (combining the two
horizontal components using the RotD50 measure, as introduced by Boore, 2010) and synthetic values for all stations,
as well as between horizontal-component FAS for two backarc stations (APE and MYKO) and two stations located
along the Hellenic fore-arc area (ZKR and ARG) for event
6 of Table 1 (M 5.5, h  130 km). The PGA/PGV comparisons clearly identify the large fore-arc to back-arc differences for both real and synthetic data, as well as the larger
effect (∼1 order of magnitude) on the PGA values, which are
richer in higher frequency spectral content thus more prone
to anelastic attenuation effects. For the FAS comparison,
although all four stations are located almost at the same hypocentral distance, the two stations along the Hellenic outerarc exhibit roughly 1 order of magnitude higher peak FAS
values than the back-arc ones. For all studied sites, the synthetic FAS (thick black lines) exhibits a similar pattern with
the observed ones for the frequency range of interest (0.25–
20 Hz), nicely capturing the very large differences between
fore-arc and back-arc area. The observed agreement for both
peak and spectral values suggests that although a large number of modeling parameters are involved in the stochastic
simulations (reported in Table 4 for this event), the adopted
frequency-dependent anelastic attenuation and slab amplification model allowed us to efficiently simulate such complicated propagation effects observed in the recordings.
For the FAS simulations of Figure 10, we also present
the predicted spectra for stress parameters that differ by a
factor of 2 with respect to the determined value for this
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Figure 10.

(a) Comparison of the observed (RotD50) peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground velocity (PGV) values, against
stochastic simulation synthetics for the 7 October 2004 in-slab event (M 5.5, h  130 km, event 6 in Table 1; see Fig. 4). Notice the large
back-arc to fore-arc differences in both datasets. (b) Observed and predicted Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) for back-arc (APE and MYKO)
and fore-arc (ZKR and ARG) stations for the same event (0.25–20 Hz). Although all stations lie roughly at the same hypocentral distance,
fore-arc stations exhibit almost 1 order of magnitude higher FAS values than back-arc stations. The color version of this figure is available
only in the electronic edition.

earthquake. From the individual fits, as well as the interstation variability of the FAS fits, it is clear that this is an
appropriate error factor to be considered for the stress parameter of these events. This suggestion is also confirmed by the
blind prediction test later presented. Moreover, the relative
standard error of the stress-parameter moving average in
Figure 9 corresponds to value of ∼2:1, suggesting that an
average 2× error factor should be employed for the stressparameter value in similar simulations.
The FAS plots presented in Figure 10 suggest that the
strong back-arc anelastic attenuation also has a secondary
effect, not only reducing but also shifting the peak FAS amplitudes to much lower frequencies. For example, although
fore-arc station ZKR exhibits a peak FAS value at frequencies
∼4–5 Hz, back-arc station APE shows a much lower peak
FAS value, roughly at ∼1:0 Hz. This FAS amplitude/
frequency effect is clearly recognized in Figure 11a and 11b,
where we present the distance variation of observed and
simulated peak FAS amplitudes and the comparison of
observed and simulation peak FAS frequencies, respectively.

As can be clearly seen in Figure 11a, the back-arc and alongarc peak FAS differ by ∼5–10 times, a feature captured by the
overall trend of the synthetic results. This amplitude bias is also
associated with a peak frequency shift, as seen in Figure 11b.
Although the synthetic data fail to match the detailed variation
of peak FAS frequencies, they clearly predict large differences
between back-arc and fore-arc, similar to those shown by the
data, with a shift occurring at ∼2 Hz when we move from forearc (> 2 Hz) to back-arc (< 2 Hz) stations.
Figure 11c,d presents the corresponding spatial distribution of the peak FAS frequencies for the observed and synthetic data. Though small-scale variations are found between
the real and synthetic data observations, mainly due to local
resonant frequencies that are not captured by the generic
transfer functions employed in this work, it is clear that the
dominant frequency content is mainly controlled by the
back-arc or fore-arc character of each recording station. Similar results can be observed in Figure 11e,f, where the corresponding spatial distribution of peak FAS amplitudes is
presented, revealing a very anomalous spatial pattern of
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Figure 11.

(a) Variation of peak FAS amplitude against hypocentral distance for back-arc (circles) and fore-arc stations (squares) for
event 6 of Table 1. The corresponding simulated values are depicted with crosses (back-arc, solid line; fore-arc, dashed line). (b,c) Spatial
distribution of the peak FAS frequency of the observed (upper figure) and simulated (lower figure) waveforms. (d) Comparison of peak FAS
frequencies for the same event for observed and simulated data. The bisection, as well as the fore-arc to back-arc transition frequency at
∼2 Hz are also depicted with dashed and dotted lines, respectively. (e,f) Same for the peak FAS amplitudes. An extremely inhomogeneous
spatial pattern is recognized, with respect to the epicenter (denoted by a star).

seismic motions, with respect to the epicenter. Specifically,
the largest peak FAS amplitudes are recognized for the
southeastern Hellenic arc (Karpathos island, eastern Crete),
at a significant distance from the epicenter, whereas seismic
motions almost disappear at a similar distance toward the
back-arc area, similar to the pattern of peak ground motions
(e.g., Figs. 4 and 11). As earlier noted, this specific spatial
pattern is in excellent agreement with historical observations
of macroseismic damage from large in-slab events (Papazachos and Comninakis, 1969, 1971; Papadopoulos et al.,
2002). Furthermore, the good reconstruction of the observed
spatial distribution of peak FAS frequencies and amplitudes
by the synthetic data verifies the successful ground-motion
reconstruction using the modeling discussed in this article.
For Figure 11e,f, we have excluded the observations at station KERA, which exhibits anomalously high FAS amplitude values (see also Fig. 11a). The review of the station
spectra and horizontal-to-vertical ratios verifies the presence
of very strong local amplification phenomena. This observation suggests that although generic site effects may be appropriate to capture the main contribution of local site effects on
the examined events, detailed knowledge of site effects is
necessary to improve the model efficiency.
Despite the previously presented complex spatial
patterns of ground motions (e.g., largest observations not

located at the epicenter), the good agreement between observations and synthetics is verified by Figure 12a,b, where the
comparison between PGA and PGV values is presented for
the entire dataset (Table 1) including more than 600 records.
In general, a good agreement between peak ground-motion
measures and predictions is observed for the entire data
range, with reasonable variance and almost no bias. In general, PGV values show a slightly smaller rms misfit, clearly
suggesting that the model is more reliable for intermediate
frequencies that are not affected as high frequencies from
the complicated anelastic attenuation affects.
To confirm the previous results for the entire frequency
range examined in the present work (0.25–20 Hz), we also
calculated the overall FAS spectral misfit for all records. The
average FAS spectral ratio bias between observed and simulated data Bf  was estimated using the following equation:
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(e.g., Graves and Pitarka, 2010), in which Aj f  denotes the
spectral amplitude of observation j at frequency f and N corresponds to the total number of observations. The standard
error of the average spectral ration is given by
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The overall FAS performance of our calibrated model is
presented in Figure 12c for the examined frequency range
(0.25–20 Hz). In general, the overall FAS bias is small, with
small deviations around zero and relatively small standard
errors (typically in the ∼0:25–0:4 range). A slightly larger
FAS bias is observed for f > 8 Hz, locally up to ∼  0:2.
Visual inspection of the data FAS suggests that in most cases
this is due to the presence of high-frequency amplification
effects (especially at some hard soil stations) or the presence
of stronger high-frequency attenuation (e.g., due to 3D anelastic attenuation effects), not correctly recovered by the
attenuation model employed in the present work. However,
Figure 12c suggests that the overall performance of the
employed stochastic modeling can be considered as satisfactory, regarding both peak ground motion and FAS values.

Result Validation

Figure 12. Comparisons of observed and simulated (a) PGV
and (b) PGA. (c) Model bias (black line) and standard error (light
shaded region) for FAS in the frequency range examined (0.25–
20 Hz). The dark shading shows 90% confidence limits on the
mean bias. The simulated PGA, PGV, and FAS bias/root mean
square (rms) values were estimated for all events listed in Table 1.
The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.

To further validate the adopted approach, we used data
from a recent intermediate-depth earthquake that has not
been used in the original analysis, namely the 24 July 2015
M 5.0 Nisyros earthquake (epicenter ∼15 km southwest of
Nisyros, h  133 km), and applied the same procedure with
the proposed EXSIM parameterization (Table 5). The focal
mechanism showed strike-slip faulting with significant thrust
component, in excellent agreement with the regional tectonic
environment for such events. Because of the relatively small
fault dimensions (∼4 × 4 km, equation 6), the choice of the
fault plane is not expected to affect the simulation results.
The main difference for this blind test, in comparison to
the results presented for all events in Table 1, is that the stress
parameter was not optimized using a trial-and-error approach
but was simply set to a typical value of 130 bars, as suggested
from the plot of Figure 9, similar to what would be employed
for simulations of possible future events.
In Figure 13, we compare the observed and predicted
acceleration PGA and PGV values, as well as the FAS values
in the 0.25–20 Hz range from this blind test, where all model
parameters (including the stress parameter) are fixed. We
also present simulations for stress-parameter values that differ by a factor of 2 from the optimal value determined from
Figure 9, considering this factor as a typical stress-parameter
uncertainty, in accordance with the previous discussion. In
general, the results obtained for this earthquake can be considered as quite satisfactory for almost all stations, located
both in the back-arc and fore-arc areas. In all cases, the observed amplitudes of the FAS are well modeled, revealing
especially the effect of the high-attenuation back-arc area.
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Table 4

The good reconstruction of the spatial
variations of the ground motions is also
seen in Figure 14a, where we present
Stations
ZKR
MYKO
the observed and predicted PGA values
Shear-wave velocity (V S )
4:56 km=s
for the Nisyros blind-test event considered
3
Density (ρ)
3:22 kg=m
b
here. The same spatial pattern seen for the
Geometric spreading (R )
b  −1 (all distances)
peak FAS amplitudes in Figure 11 is obAnelastic attenuation model
As shown in Figure 7a
Crustal amplification file
Slab amplification factors
Mantle-wedge attenuation
served for the PGA distribution, with
based on Sea13
factors based on Sea13
the volcanic arc acting as a limit for large
(Table 3)
(Table 3)
PGA values. The largest PGA values are
0.084 s (region 9, Fig. 6a)
κ0
observed in the fore-arc area, at a distance
Fault-plane orientation
Strike, 75°; dip, 81°; Ztor , 126 km (Fig. 3)
of more than 100 km from the epicenter,
Fault length and width
Equation 6
Rupture propagation speed
0:8V S
similar to Figure 11. It should be noticed
Stress parameter
130 bars (best-fit estimate)
that this pattern is essentially controlled by
Site amplification empirical
Klimis et al. (1999, 2006), after adjustment for crustal
the high levels of back-arc attenuation for
factors
amplification effects following (Boore et al., 2009)
events with depths >100 km, as these are
(Ⓔ Table S1, available in electronic supplement to this article)
expressed through equation (5). The spaSlip distribution
Uniform, random starting point
tial pattern of ground motions significantly
Input parameters for EXSIM_DMB for two selected stations (ZKR and MYKO) for the
changes for shallower depths, as can be
7 October 2004, M 5.5, h ∼ 130 km earthquake (event 6 in Table 1) (see also Ⓔ Table S1).
seen by the example of Figure 14b, where
we present the same PGA distributions for the much shallower (h  75 km) 1 April 2011, M 6.1 east Crete event.
Table 5
It is clear that although the observed PGA pattern is still quite
Stochastic Model Parameters
different from distributions observed for conventional shallow
Shear wave velocity (V S ) 4:59 km=s
events, the effect of back-arc attenuation and fore-arc ampliDensity (ρ)
3:24 kg=m3
fication is much more limited. The similarity of observed and
Crustal amplification file
Amplification/attenuation factors
modeled data further suggests that the stochastic simulation
based on Sea13 (Table 3)
employed is also efficient for shallower Benioff-zone events
κ0
0.084 s (region 9, Fig. 6a)
in the southern Aegean area. Moreover, larger ground motions
Fault-plane orientation
Strike, 87°; dip, 22°; Ztor , 131 km
Stress parameter
130 bars (Fig. 9)
may also be observed in the volcanic-arc area from similar inslab events with depths between 60 and 100 km, not very difInput parameters for EXSIM_DMB for the 24 July 2015 Nisyros
ferent from those in the fore-arc area.
intermediate-depth earthquake (M 5.0, h ∼ 133 km). Parameters not
Stochastic Model Parameters

listed are identical to those reported in Table 4.

Conclusions
For example, stations ARG and YER exhibit almost an order
of magnitude difference of their peak FAS values, despite the
fact that they are located very close and roughly at the same
hypocentral distance (see Fig. 4). It should also be noticed that
the method performs well even for the most distant stations
(e.g., stations VLI and VLY, located at epicentral distances
>300 km), exhibiting a similarly good fit between observed
and synthetic FAS. Although FAS values lie mostly within
the limits set by the synthetics (stress parameter 65–260 bars),
the selected stress-parameter value of 130 bars from Figure 9
exhibits a better fit with most observed FAS distributions.
The FAS variability verifies that the relative error factor of
2 observed in the magnitude–stress-parameter scaling of
Figure 9 should be considered for all modeling. On the other
hand, although a slightly different stress parameter would
most probably result in a better fit, the good fit presented in
Figure 13 suggests that the stress-parameter values proposed
in Figure 9 can be employed for realistic blind predictions of
future and past events (e.g., deterministic hazard assessment,
modeling of historical events, etc.).

Although stochastic simulations of seismic motions
have been mainly employed for shallow earthquakes, we presented here an approach that addresses the case of intermediate-depth earthquakes of the Hellenic subduction arc (south
Aegean Sea), which exhibit extreme spatial variations mainly
due to the high-attenuation back-arc (volcanic-arc) area. For
this reason, we employed the EXSIM_DMB code (Motazedian and Atkinson, 2005, as modified by Boore, 2009), and
calibrate the corresponding source, path, and site-effect
parameters on the basis of previously published results
regarding the geophysical structure and the proposed
GMPEs for the intermediate-depth earthquakes of the study
area. Results are presented not only for both typical peak
ground-motion measures (PGA and PGV) but also for FAS,
and allow capturing the effect of the attenuation structure not
only on the amplitudes but also on the frequency content of
the simulated waveforms.
The results obtained in the present study show that the
complicated phenomena affecting wave propagation in the
southern Aegean Sea subduction area (back-arc mantle
wedge attenuation, high-frequency in-slab energy propaga-
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Figure 13.

(a) Comparison of the observed (RotD50) PGA and PGV values, against stochastic simulation synthetics for the 24 July 2015
Nisyros intermediate-depth earthquake (M 5.0, h  133 km). Notice the large back-arc to fore-arc differences in both datasets. (b) Comparison of the observed (gray and dashed lines) and predicted (thick black line) horizontal-component acceleration FAS (0.25–20 Hz) at eight
recording sites for the 24 July 2015 Nisyros intermediate-depth earthquake (M 5.0, h ∼ 133 km) for a typical stress-parameter value of
130 bars, determined from Figure 9, and for stations at different hypocentral distances R. The dotted and dashed-dotted lines are the predicted
FAS using a stress-drop parameter relative error of 2, corresponding to 65 and 260 bars, respectively. Notice the good agreement between
observed and predicted FAS for almost all sites. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.

tion, etc.) can be efficiently included in the stochastic simulation approach (EXSIM code) to retrieve the main spectral
features of the waveforms of intermediate-depth earthquakes
for both along-arc and back-arc stations. This is also confirmed by the additional blind simulation using data not
included in the original parametric analysis. These observations suggest that the proposed approach can be employed to
simulate ground motions for future, large and moderate intermediate-depth earthquakes in the southern Aegean Sea
subduction area. Moreover, an interesting pattern of a signifi-

cant stress-parameter increase for larger events is observed
from the results, requiring very large values (300–600 bars)
for the modeling of M > 6:0 events. This increase is important, regarding not only its possible implication for processes
related with the genesis of intermediate-depth events, but
also its implications for the study of large, historical intermediate-depth events of the southern Aegean Sea arc.
It is clear that the proposed modeling approach exhibits
certain limitations. Finite-fault simulations, while more accurate for large events (M 6.0+), are most probably unnecessary
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Figure 14.

Observed and simulated spatial variations of PGA values for (a) the deeper (h  133 km) blind test of the 24 July 2015 M 5.0
Nisyros earthquake, and (b) the much shallower (h  75 km) 1 April 2011 M 6.1 east Crete event. Although the simulated PGA values
capture the observed spatial variation patterns, significant differences can be observed between the two events, reflecting the different backarc attenuation contribution of the mantle wedge as a function of depth. Epicenters are depicted by stars in all maps.

for smaller events that could be possibly modeled by simpler
point simulations. In several cases, the depth-dependent backarc attenuation and fore-arc amplification modeling (employed mainly through equation 5) fails to describe complex
but systematic 3D attenuation/amplification phenomena, resulting in poor data fits. Moreover, local site effects that cannot
be captured by the generic amplifications employed in this
work are clearly present and evident in observed-simulated
FAS comparisons for some stations, especially at higher
frequencies. The last two factors can be clearly improved with
additional future work: site effects can be better introduced in
the modeling using site-specific transfer functions. Moreover,
a 3D frequency-dependent QS model can be developed on the
basis of the available κ-value database, allowing single sourcepath-site κ-value that would also incorporate 3D effects, without the need of additional attenuation operators such as the

ones introduced by equation 5. Finally, simulation tests on
larger, historical events, employing damage (macroseismic)
data would allow further evaluation of the model reliability
and its applicability for seismic hazard assessment for intermediate-depth events of the southern Aegean Sea subduction
zone.

Data and Resources
Broadband velocity-sensor data used in this study
were collected from the EGELADOS (Exploring the Geodynamics of Subducted Lithosphere Using an Amphibian
Deployment of Seismographs) and CYCNET temporary networks, as well as permanent stations archived by GEOFON,
all available from the corresponding online archive http://
geofon.gfz‑potsdam.de/waveform/archive (last accessed

Stochastic Strong Ground Motion Simulation of the Southern Aegean Sea Intermediate-Depth Earthquakes
June 2017). Additional broadband velocity-sensor data were
collected from permanent Greek seismological networks,
operated by the Hellenic Unified Seismological Network
(HUSN), available to the public upon request from individual
HUSN members. Acceleration-sensor data employed in
this work were collected from the permanent networks operated by the Institute of Engineering Seismology and Earthquake Engineering (ITSAK) and the National Observatory of
Athens, which are also available upon request. The focal
mechanism of the 2015 Nisyros event was obtained from the
Institute of Geodynamics, National Observatory of Athens
(http://bbnet.gein.noa.gr, last accessed June 2017). The
EXSIM_DMB code used for the simulations is available at
http://www.daveboore.com/software_online.html (last accessed June 2017). Several plots were made using the
Generic Mapping Tools v.4 (Wessel and Smith, 1998;
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt/, last accessed June 2017).
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